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About This Game

The sequel to Inferno+, Radiangames' critically-acclaimed twin-stick action-RPG, arrives on PC at last! INFERNO 2 boasts
even more devious levels, more weapons, more upgrades and powers, more enemies, and more customization, along with more

insane explosions and particle effects.

BIGGER, BETTER, BADDER! Inferno 2 on PC is everything Radiangames fans have been waiting for:

* Play through 80+ levels of atmospheric awesomeness

* New Game+ mode adds even more replayability

* Customizable gamepad and KB/mouse controls

* 3 difficulty levels (change it up at any time)

* Dozens of enemy types

* All-new special level types and goals

* Tons of secrets to discover

* A large arsenal of upgrade-able weapons and ship powers
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* Beautiful HD graphics

* Steam Achievements
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Title: Inferno 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Radiangames
Publisher:
Radiangames
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or greater

Processor: 1.5GHz or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Game runs perfectly, no crashes or freezes, take some time to understand how to play but plenty of youtube videos around to
help and the manual is good too. I believe this game is better than Distant Worlds Universe, much better value, better graphics
and more fun. options are limitless in what you can do. Great value for money, highly recommended!. THIS GAME IS THE
BEST GAME EVER!!!!. If you like dungeon crawling and old school graphics, this one is for you. The game is a bit repetitive
after you finish it for the first time, but it still remains challenging. I liked it and I recommend it.. Really not all that fun as I was
expecting. Some of the decisions to make are too... I dunno. Campy? The dialogue too could do with some work in generally. I
feel like I could've written something better, had I the time, patience and general creative drive.. It's free. Takes less than a
minute to download. Controls are a bit weird but I like the game overall. Might not be your cup of tea but i'd reccomend at least
trying it.. It's pretty rad.. THE BEST GAME EVER BETTER THEN FIFA18 AND PES89 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BEST GAME IN THE WORLD !!!!!. Yet another free DLC for this game, adding even more unique weapons and armor sets to
the game. Pretty hard to complain about the 3rd free DLC which also adds some very tough new enemies.

The first new enemy is a pretty huge troll to new players though, and I might have had to skip him had I not already had the
experience from completing the entire game. Spoilers of gameplay (not story related) for the first mini-boss: The first
"miniboss", the smelter-demon-machine, was already one of the hardest encounters in the game relative to where you found it
and your control familiarity, and now it's probably the single hardest encounter in the game (for a new player.) The new enemy
present is easily harder than any non-boss enemy that exists in the first 25% of the game, and you have to fight him on top of
the pre-existing boss.. It's Pinball with a WORMs theme... really that's all there is to say about that... get it if you love Pinball,
fans of WORMs won't really get anything out of it.. For 2,99 \u20ac this indie game is good (waiting for next two episodes).
I was not expecting anything special so I was pleasently suprised how the storyline and melancholic music kept me playing the
game.
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I'd recommend this for more of the creative people of the train simming community, the people who like to build and automate
routes as I haven't seen any other simulator work the way railroad X does with the various contact points.

I find the forums very nice, friendly, very responsive and kind, and I always get healthy responses from my opinions, a brilliant
place to find advice.

The game itself, I find to have a very narrow field of view, quite large interface.

I wouldn't, however, recommend this to the people who just want to "drive trains" as this is more of a "creative tool" rather then
a simulator.

Sure there are bugs and sometimes, crashes but non-the-less, for what it is, it's currently the best creative tool currently out there
which has an adjustable work table.

I find the only Achilles heel heel to this, is that it's a railroad modeller's program, because I find this program to have real
potential.

I haven't really seen any other simulator let you be able to control anything but what it says on the tin... However, this program
lets you control cars, trucks, planes and ships... Even if they are on invisible track.

The track-based "control points" allows for a good range of flexibility, including sequenced control of transferring freight from
one vehicle to another using a crane that you can actually drive.

I have to say, that driving a crane and using it to transfer freight between vehicles, is something I have not seen implemented in
any simulator, ever.

I have to warn you though, there is no AI in this game so you have to set either contacts or routes for the trains, then they follow
the path you set for them via control circuits.

The Control circuit design is completely up to you, letting them handle the layout for you the way you want to, without the
hassle of assigning priorities and such.

So, I fully recommend this to anyone that's interested in creating routes and automating them for the player to use because
honestly, there are features that I haven't seen in any other game \/ simulator, including trainz and rail works.

It does have a large learning curve though, so if you're prepared to put up with that, railroad X can be a very rewarding
experience.. It was a purr pleasure to play this game. First of all - CATS everywhere. But what is more important game is not so
obvious and easy, requires thinking and sometimes causing a brain crash (especially when you managed to adjust almost all rails,
except the last cat train doesnt suit ). It's really a nice game I would definatelly recommend, and silently waiting for more
content :). *Part of 3DMark. A classic puzzler I couldn't beat in Elementary school. Still can't beat it, stuck on Blobnet.. Get me
my Refund, reee. Its Okay I guess ... nice little game in a way, though not really entertaining. For .49p I risked it and for that
price its an okay game. Would Not recommend it for more then that.. This game is amazing, if you like 3D platformers like
mario64, get this game!. \u2665 Who doesn't love Nancy Drew?

The dialogue, the graphics, and the events stay very true to the Nancy Drew series. There are puzzles, there's mystery, and
there's bits and pieces of easter eggs spread through out the game.

I appreciate how they stay true to the spirit of Nancy Drew - there's never a vulgar word, graphic content, and it never forgets
who she is.

\u2665 The graphics are better than the older titles.

There are some Nancy Drew games that feature more dated, clumsy graphics and a clunky inventory\/clicking system. However
Warnings at Waverly Academy is one of the updated games, thankfully without the awkward, clay like people animations and
overly sized arrows.
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\u2665 I enjoyed the mini games.

Usually when I play Nancy Drew games, I don't pay too much attention to the mini games, seeing as I'm more focused on
solving a mystery or two. With Warnings at Waverly Academy, I actually enjoyed playing them, something I was pleased with!
If you want to expand your play time, this is a great way to do so.

\u2718 The puzzles.

If I have to do that science puzzle again, I will quit. Uninstall steam, done...

If you want challenging puzzles, this one has it, in full! They just weren't quite to my taste, blarg because the rewards for solving
the puzzles weren't there.

\u2718 The characters were blah.

I don't think this is a failure as a Nancy Drew title, however I don't think it's the best it could be, not even close. In the The
White Wolf of Icicle Creek all the AI drew me in - they were interesting, unique, and I still remember them years later.
However with Waverly, they just didn't feel "real" to me, nor did I feel like their personalities showed through as best as they
could with their dialogue and the ways she would interact with them.

\u2718 The ending felt ....off.

One thing I appreciate about Nancy Drew games is the fact that the endings tie the game together, pulling in the obvious with
the small, hidden hints that you may have missed story wise. There's usually a twist and a turn with a nice seasoning on top. This
I found utterly lacking with Warnings at Waverly Academy.

Overall if you're intent on playing every Nancy Drew game, this is worth playing. However if you are new to Nancy Drew
games or only wish to play the best ones, avoid Waverly Academy.. Oh~my LadyGAGA!
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